AFGP-2002-800600
PARTIAL TRANSLATION
04/01/02
In the name of Allah the gracious and Merciful
19/2/1993
To: Ottman or Abu baqar
All the brothers arrived well and safe and we would like you to send us these necessary
supplies and weapons for one thousand Mujahad (fighters) and they are as followed.
Klachinkov

800

B.K.M

100

R.P.G

100

Food supplies :
Rice

1000 ton

Dates

4000 cartons

Somolina

1000 ton

500,000
$1000
S.Somali
4
$888
millionS.Somali
800,000
$180.00
S.Somali

300,000
S.Somali
70.000
S.Somali
300.000
S.Somali

$ 66.00
$10.0
$66.00

Transportation means:
5 cars land cruiser open from the back (Toyota brand)
Communication devises:
These devices will be used in long and short distances.
We need a sum of$ 100,000 to be used in recruitment and orientation.
We need a sum of $50,000 for administrative purposes and accomplishment of work
We hope that you send us all the requests and God will reward you
Your brother
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Going back to the youth, they have a common characteristic which is the hastiness, and
that superficial look toward things and he mentioned a name of the brothers ABDU
ALLAH U/I possibly Maray, I am not saying anything but this needs a personality study

and there should be a study before taking any decisions now to know the men and know I
strongly criticize and whished to talk to you on the telephone about this matter and the
man MUBARAK and the weapons inside because the brothers decided to enter the city
Without setting a plan, and that’s why you should set up a plan of action.
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For the Mugadishu and Loq regions:
The first step is [U/I]
The second period will be all against tribe leaders [U/I] and equip some of the brothers
from the same tribes to lead the tribe which is a very hard but we should try it any way to
[U/I] possibly sharpen the brothers adversaries from the same tribe .
The second step are the operations especially against Americans from the inside of the
cities with the changing cells which work in different areas example (explosives cells,
security cells, hand gun cells, and light armament and the ambushes cells outside the city
and cells of ballonets in case there is a obstacle on an attack with fire weapons) and that
follows…
The third step is the occupation with special forces (quick entry) to put an end to the
situation in case the Americans leave, if they ever leave and I don’t think they will, but
the most important in the beginning is to hit the Somali authorities from the leaders of
the tribes and others inside first and the ones living abroad now and I think to delay those
before the Americans so I wouldn’t stimulate the tribes and will accuse the allies [U/I]
and so many other causes (according to my thinking ) and God knows.
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Very hard to read, practically impossible to read %90 of the words:
South of Somalia for them [U/I] work in farms [U/I] like the other tribes and
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If they see a job in the field they will participate right away and without any conditions
and a lot of those brothers will ask if there is a plan of work in the future steps and these
are the youth that established the camps.
My view in working in Somalia in the future
- The leadership right now is almost impossible as it looks we will decide the on the jihad
and I do not expect the future leadership to change a lot of things and I mean by that the
new Choura committee.
We will prepare the political arena and the base for work if we exploit all the energies or
new eminent leaders in the arena and we can say that the only obstacle in front of the
jihad work is the absence of leadership.

The situation we are experiencing right now is very hard to continue the jihad work in
collective way but it is possible to continue with some youth groups that accomplish
some operations.
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And to succeed in all these difficulties there should be a lot of time but the brothers have
very good intentions in continuing the jihad work like training the brothers in the cities
and doing some assassinations in the cities when ever possible and if they get support for
their work in an early stage, they will continue the work.
Their opinion about the movement right now is very negative because they think that the
leadership is the one that sabotaged the jihad work on purpose and they accuse it of
treason and some of them submitted their resignations but the collective separation is
very hard for the known reasons, the separations are to start yet if the Choura committee
doesn’t change any thing significant in the jihad but the youth that established the camps
and lived in them, don’t see that the jihad is tied up with anything and most of those
youth don’t think about establishing individual businesses.
The rest of the document is very hard to read, most of it is scratched.

